
July 18th 2023

6:00 PM – Call for Meeting & Attendance and NEW Quorum- New senator introduction- WOO!

Congrats to all of our new senators!!

President - Louis Haddad

VP - Michael Nunu

Treasurer - Ihunanya Agomuoh

Class Rep - Andrew Hannoudi

- Nicole Flores
- Nehaar Nimmagadda

6:05 PM – Guest Speakers/Presentations (5 min)

1. [Presentation]Andrea Westfall and Derek Deven-WSUSOM Social Media folks

- Office of Marketing and communications
- Wanted to discuss how students can get involved in the social media presence
- Most students get involved via take over and are always able to pitch new ideas.

- They can also share photos/videos/reels
- Always welcome to provide new content ideas as well
- Please tag WSUSOM whenever applicable!!
- Looking for SOM influencers

- Derek is looking to grow application numbers and do whatever possible to grow the interest in the
SOM.

- Contact info for Derek : hq4078@wayne.edu
- Contact for Andrea: gd5273@wayne.edu
- Main goal is to find content ideas from students and help andrea + connect with students.

- Question: if students want to do takeovers how do they contact
- Just email andrea or derek and say what idea who have for a takeover, they have a 15 min call

with you and talk through the idea and the day and you can get login info for the takeover.
- Will be posting the advice to M1s in the upcoming weeks

- Idea Pitched: Interviewing new M1s on their first day and following up with them in a few months or the
end of year

- Thinking of doing something like that may be intimidating for some M1s, but others would be
comfortable. Just have to find the right people.

- Student to Student recognition
- Social media can play a huge role in promoting the wonderful things WSUSOM is doing.

6:10 PM – New Business ( 15 minutes)

1. [Discussion] Gender-neutral bathroom discussion (15 min)

+ - There are currently 2-3 gender neutral bathrooms on campus

mailto:hq4078@wayne.edu


- Idea is to help with promoting an inclusive environment that is accepting of gender identities
- The current signs are binary and dont include those who identify as non-binary.
- Talked briefly about converting multi-stalls to gender neutral
- Changing current gender neutral bathrooms with inclusive signage and promoting language that allows

people to access bathrooms that align with their gender identity.
- Using UHC 6E
- Meeting with Dean Roy soon and should discuss with facilities to see if there is a way to update

signage. After meeting with Dean Roy, they will meet with facilities.
- Hypothetically, if someone were uncomfortable with a gender neutral bathroom what is the way to

address that
- If it came down to a discussion of personal preference, then they can elect to use another

bathroom.

6:25 PM – Old Business (15 Minutes)

1. [ Discussion] Email Listserv Update- Tech Committee and BSO President (10 min)

- Individuals can no long send emails to classes. Now they must be sent from a designated email that
has unique permission to send mass emails.

- There are two senate emails, which one do we send from?
- Depending on what it is, for mass communications from the senate email most of them can be

done without a vote.
- Certain topics need a vote but not things like merch.

- External committees need to know how to use the email address
- Does OSR have their own email?

- They do not, they can use senate email if needed. As of now, the constitution allows anyone to
use the senate email if they ask for permission.

- There is still some changes regarding transitions from BSO organizations

2. [Discussion] Senate fridge clean-out update (5 min)

- Used to be put specimens and food in the same fridges, this was changed to student spaces with ONLY
food.

- Facilities no longer allow fridges since students or facilities are not allowed to clean them up.
- “There is no need to have fridges if students are required to clean them”
- There are microwaves near every fridge
- Knowing that there are microwaves and fridges near hospitals has been very useful for people who

have to be on campus for prolonged periods of time.
- How would we promote the fridges
- They currently moved all the fridges in the Scott cafe and they have the game room fridges and 3rd

floor fridges.
- Facilities cannot clean fridges based on their unionized contract.
- Two volunteers after each senate meeting to clean out the fridges with the trash.
- Motion to go over deshawn and talk directly to dean Sakr regarding this issue to see what can be done.

- Motion passed unanimously.

6:40 PM – Internal & External & Ad Hoc Committee Reports (20 min)

1. [Discussion] Curriculum External Committee Report (5 min)

- Scholarly concentrations



- What will make the scholarly concentrations beneficial for students?
- There is no official indicator that you participated in the program at Wayne and Dr. Baker wants

to change that.
- What sort of incentives can be provided regarding the scholarly concentrations and the next

step is to start a group that is convened by students to determine which distinctions are best.
- As of now, there is no good idea of what exactly is offered by this scholarly concentration and

there is no current direction.
- Compile a list of mentors that are good for specific scholarly concentrations since we do not

have one as of now.
- Scholarly concentrations were advertised pretty heavily during admissions and there is nothing

behind it.
- New ad-hoc was motioned to create a scholarly concentrations ad-hoc which aims to create a

group of students who provide perspectives on scholarly concentrations and what to get out of
them in order to support the development of a curriculum which will last until the next executive
election.

-

2. [Discussion] GEIM Ad Hoc Committee Update (10 min)

3. [Discussion] Step 1 Ad Hoc Committee Update (10 min)

- Step 1 ad-hoc committee
- We need to prevent things from falling off regarding continuous support for this ad-hoc

4. [Discussion] Peer Mentoring Internal Committee review of “Family structure”(5 min)

7:00 PM – Executive Senate Reports (55 min)

1. [Discussion] Treasury Report (20 min)

a. 2023-2024 Budget

- Devun provided everyone with a presentation on the budget.
- New proposed budget was discussed with the new allocations.
- Questions regarding what exactly savings are used for
- Conferences for the senate are going through the exec senate allocation and not the conference fund.
- Motion was proposed to approve new budget and was unanimously approved

b. Conference Funding application

- Emily is requesting 595 dollars for a conference and unsure if she went to alumni first.

2. [Discussion] BSO Report (10 min)

- Procedure fest will be scheduled for M1s and M2s which is a congregation of speciality interest groups
who are able to showcase different procedures.

- Petar has been talking to the butterfly project regarding mentorship plans.

3. [Discussion] Main campus Report (5 min)

- New president of wayne 13th



4. [Discussion] OSR report: OSR elections? What to expect if you submit an abstract? (5 min)

- Would like to move the elections back 2 weeks.
- Provided a background of OSR for the incoming M1s.
- After much discussion, there was a motion to have curriculum voted on August 1st and OSR voted on

August 29th.

5. [Discussion] Vice President report: External Sente Fair plans (5 min)

6. [Discussion] President report: (Exec goal) Financial Aid flyers, 100 students fin aid issue,
communication ad hoc (10 min)

- 100/1200 did not fill out FAFSA and now have to pay money without fafsa, if they hear about these
please make sure that there are resources in place to support these students.

- World Congress on Ultrasound in Medical Education
- Maxient form is being revamped and on evals.

7:55 PM – Class Senate Reports (5 minutes)

1. Class of 2027

- Exam next Wed
- Immunizations are due
- Disability premiums are due

2. Class of 2026

- Enroll/Unenroll in health insurance
- Disability insurance
- Exam next thursday

3. Class of 2025

• Make sure to submit your Student Health Insurance Enrollment/Waiver AND Disability Insurance
Payment by July 31st

• Purchase your 2023 fall semester (Aug 21 – Dec 31) parking permit online, if needed

• Reach out to your site representatives with any site-specific concerns

4. Class of 2024

· ERAS Drop-In Lunch Sessions, 12 pm on Thursday

· MSPE letters appointments were sent out

· Reach out to any of our advisors to review CVs and personal statement drafts

· The insurance enrollment/waiver portal is open until the end of July

· 241 days until match, 319 days until graduation



8:00- Adjourn


